APPENDIX EIGHT

ADDENDUM TO THE SECOND PRINTING

Gordon Beck Quartet: BBC Sessions 1968
On 7 December 1967 the Gordon Beck Trio –
a regular recording and performing unit with
Gordon on piano, Jeff Clyne on bass and Tony
Oxley on drums – added John McLaughlin on
guitar and recorded Experiments With Pops, which
was released in January 1968. It is possible, from
Melody Maker adverts, to identify four gigs around
London by the ‘Gordon Beck Quartet’, with the
musicians named, between 17 March and 2 May
1968. There may have been others. There were,
though, plenty of Gordon Beck Trio gigs going on
in the same period and also Gordon Beck Quartet
gigs involving saxophonist Pete King as the fourth
member.
Somehow, during research for Bathed In
Lightning and again for Echoes From Then, I
failed to look into the possibility of any BBC
recordings by the Gordon Beck Quartet. Possibly,
I had allowed myself to believe that McLaughlin’s
association with Gordon Beck was fleeting – a oneoff album and a small handful of gigs to support
it, in among many other activities with many
other musical units during the first half of 1968.
This assumption was dealt a blow when contact
was made, by chance, with Andy Jones, a chap
representing the Gordon Beck estate, when the first
200 copies of Echoes From Then were being printed.
Among many vintage unreleased recordings were
an acetate and tape reel of two recording sessions
from March and April 1968 of the Gordon Beck
Quartet (GBQ), with McLaughlin named on the
artefacts, backing singer Joy Marshall – 13 songs,
around 36 minutes of music.
This raised the question of whether there had
been further recording activity, for the BBC. With
help from fellow crate-digger Ashley Wood, and

from Samantha Blake at the BBC Written Archive
Centre, I investigated, using first the BBC Genome
online resource (vintage Radio Times listings) then
Gordon Beck’s BBC ‘artist file’ and the Programmeas-Broadcast (PasB) files for relevant shows. While
no musicians’ names appear in Gordon’s artist
file for any of the various units with which he
broadcast during 1968 – and he was a frequent
visitor to BBC studios at the time – it seems clear
that John McLaughlin was the fourth member of
the Gordon Beck Quartet on a series of broadcasts
backing singers Mark Murphy and Joy Marshall,
for the programmes Night Ride, Late Night Extra
and Jazz Club spanning March to May 1968.
Remarkably, around four hours of music (71
compositions) was recorded during the sessions
with Mark Murphy – three hours 45 minutes
and 20 seconds for certain plus five tracks where
the timings on the PasBs are illegible. Nearly
an hour of music (58 minutes 25 seconds, 20
compositions) was recorded during the sessions
with Joy. Among those 91 compositions were 10
by Gordon Beck: two appeared on his 1969 LP
Gyroscope, but the other eight may never have
been otherwise recorded. Including the 13/3/68
Jazz Club session, on which John was initially to
have appeared, making the Gordon Beck Trio a
Quartet (see below), Gordon and co performed
six of the eight pieces on Experiments With Pops
across these sessions – ‘Monday, Monday’, ‘These
Boots Are Made for Walking’, Norwegian Wood’,
‘Michelle’, Up, Up and Away’ and (in a vocal
version) ‘Sunny’. A couple of further ‘pops’, the
Beatles’ ‘Eleanor Rigby’ and ‘With a Little Help
From My Friends’, were performed as vocal
numbers with Mark Murphy.
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Part 1: The Joy Marshall Sessions
Joy Marshall (1936-68) was quite a character:
tempestuous would be a good word. Born in
America, her singing career took off in London, as
a singer with the John Dankworth Orchestra for a
year, with all her commercially released recordings
being made in Britain: five singles and one album.
Most of these recordings reflect her primary career
during the 60s as a nightclub/light pop artist.
Indeed, although tremendous with jazz-tinged
repertoire – as heard in the posthumous RPM
album (see below) – and having had (chaotic)
relationships with the jazz artists Peter King and
Tubby Hayes, she was uncomfortable being seen
as a jazzer. Indeed, ‘Living down the ‘jazz singer’
tag’ was the headline of her last known interview,
with Alan Walsh for Melody Maker, published on
2 March 1968:
‘I’ve given up thinking I can make a living out
of jazz,’ she said. ‘I’m not a gospel or jazz singer and
I don’t do way out stuff like Annie Ross or Anita
O’Day. These days there’s lots of good commercial
music about – thank God for Bacharach!’
After criticising backing musicians, of her
experience, in general for being mediocre, Joy did
admit to doing the odd jazz gig for purely musical
reasons: ‘The [jazz] dates I do barely pay for the
petrol it takes to get there but I enjoy working with
musicians of the calibre of the Gordon Beck Trio.
They’re more sympathetic and tasty.’
While there were no joint dates involving Joy
and any Gordon Beck unit around the time of their
BBC recordings in spring 1968, Joy had done a
week at Ronnie Scott’s backed by the Gordon Beck
Trio (and a second week backed by the Pat Smyth
Trio) in March 1967, with a couple of further onenighters in London in April and May.
In a Melody Maker interview with Victor
Schonfield, published on 11/10/69, Jeff Clyne,
bassist with the Gordon Beck Trio (and Quartet),
echoed Joy’s delight at worked with good
musicians:
‘We built up quite a following through
broadcasts and first sets at Ronnie Scott’s,’ he said,
of the Beck Trio, ‘but most of our work has been
backing singers. … Working with singers is often
more satisfying than working with instrumentalists
– I know just what I’ve got to do, so I can do it to
the best of my ability.’

Of the 12 songs recorded by Joy with the
Gordon Beck Quartet for BBC radio, all can be
found repeated on the unreleased studio recordings
found in Gordon’s own archive along with one
other, ‘Dr. Feelgood’.
Joy Marshall & Gordon Beck Trio
Jazz Club 13/3/68
Recorded: unknown, at the Playhouse, London
Presenter: Humphrey Lyttelton
Producer: Roger Eames
Other session guests: Colin Purbrook Quintet,
Ronnie Ross Sextet
Note: This contract was originally made out to the
‘Gordon Beck Quartet’ on 12/2/68, but then altered
to the ‘Gordon Beck Trio’ and the contract reissued
on 7/3/68, at a lower fee. One must surmise that
John McLaughlin was intended for this session but
had a diary clash. If the broadcast were to be live,
John would have been performing with the Danny
Thompson Trio at Camden Festival. The details of
the session are given here just for interest.
JM & GBT:
What A Little Moonlight Will Do (Woode) 2:30
Charade (Mancini) 2:50
GBT:
So Lah (Beck) 4:35
Up, Up and Away (Webb) 5:15
Gyroscope (Beck) 6:00
Joy Marshall & Gordon Beck Quartet
Late Night Extra 26/4/68
Recorded: 10/4/68
Presenter: Barry Alldiss
Producer: Richard Willcox
Studio guests include Christopher Lee
JM & GBQ:
Telephone Song (Menescal, Boscoli, Gimbel) 1:45
Come Back to Me (Lerner, Lane) 2:05
Sunny (Hebb) 2:05
When Sunny Gets Blue (Fisher, Segal) 3:25
GBQ:
This Is My World (D. Haecker) 3:00
My Funny Valentine (Rodgers) 2:45
I Fall in Love Too Easily (Styne & Cahn) 2:50
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Joy Marshall & Gordon Beck Quartet
Late Night Extra 3/5/68
Recorded: 8/4/68
Presenter: Barry Alldiss
Producer: Richard Willcox
Studio guests: Richard Himes, Crispian St Peters
JM & GBQ:
He Loves Me (Bock) 2:00
The Gentle Rain (Bonfa, Dubey) 3:10
Peel Me A Grape (Frishberg) 3:20
Goin’ Out of My Head (Randazzo, Weinstein) 3:05
GBQ:
Dearly Beloved (Kern) 3:05
Run Little Raindrops Run (Warren) 4:25
Joy Marshall & Gordon Beck Quartet
Late Night Extra 10/5/68
Recorded: 27/3/68
Presenter: Barry Alldiss
Producer: Richard Willcox
Studio guests include Errol Garner (by phone)
JM & GBQ:
Bewitched (Greenfield, Keller) 1:50
Blame It on My Youth (Levant, Heyman) 4:05
On A Clear Day (Lerner, Lane) 2:05
GBQ:
Miss De Meanor (Beck) 2:40

How Deep Is the Ocean (Berlin) 3:30
These Boots Were Made for Walking (Hazelwood)
2:20
Joy Marshall & Gordon Beck Quartet
Late Night Extra 12/6/68
(Repeat of tracks broadcast on 26/4/68 except
‘This Is My World’)
Presenter: Terry Wogan
Producer: David Carter
Joy Marshall & Gordon Beck Quartet
Late Night Extra 19/6/68
(Repeat of all tracks broadcast on 3/5/68)
Presenter: Terry Wogan
Producer: David Carter
Joy Marshall & Gordon Beck Quartet
Late Night Extra 26/6/68
(Repeat of 10/5/68 broadcast except for ‘Blame It
on My Youth’)
Presenter: Terry Wogan
Producer: David Carter
Studio guests: Gerry Marsden and Derek Nimmo
Note: Previously unaired Joy Marshall & GBQ session
track, from the session associated with the 10/5/68
broadcast, played:
What Kind of Fool Am I? (Bricusse, Newley) 2:45

Part 2: The Mark Murphy Sessions
Gordon Beck’s BBC artist file contains a contract
dated 6 March 1968 for “The Gordon Beck Trio”
to record material for seven episodes of Night Ride,
a two-hour show that ran from five past midnight
to 2am The recording dates for those broadcasts
were: 14 March, 19 March, 28 March, 1 April, 8
April, 17 April and 24 April. The broadcast dates,
for BBC Radio 1, were for Sunday episodes of
the show: 31 March, 7 April, 14 April, 21 April,
28 April, 5 May, 12 May. The presenter on all
occasions was Dwight Whylie and the producer
Pat Taylor. Each show was repeated the following
night on BBC Radio 2.
According to the contract, episodes 1, 3, 6 and
7 were to be recorded at Studio 2 Broadcasting
House, and episodes 2, 4 and 5 were to be recorded

at Maida Vale 4. There is a letter from Beck dated
20 March 1968 saying that the recording of episode
2 was changed to Aeolian Hall 2 at the last minute
and asking for taxi fares to be refunded to him and
to guest vocalist Mark Murphy. (As an aside, Mark
Murphy would also make a session appearance
backed by the Jerry Allen Quartet on Pete Murray’s
Radio 1 show during April 1968.)
A substantial amount of music was recorded for
these shows and the PasBs reveal an array of riches,
most of which must be considered long-erased.
Nevertheless, the repertoire alone reveals a great
deal about McLaughlin’s range at the time, and the
nature of the work he was doing to keep the wolf
from the door. Aside from the light jazz items and
a handful of Beck originals, a couple of pieces from
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Experiments With Pops appear, alongside pieces that
may well have been considered for it – particularly,
the Beatles’ ‘With A Little Help from My Friends’
and ‘Eleanor Rigby’.
Unlike Joy Marshall, Mark Murphy – a
fellow American, based in Britain 1963-72, and
subsequently the recipient of several Grammy
awards as a jazz singer and Down Beat polltopping results – was comfortable being seen as
primarily a jazz singer although, as Bob Houston
noted in a Melody Maker interview with Mark
published 11/3/67, ‘Mark has been the object of
the extremes of criticism. There are no two ways
about him – you either dig him or you don’t.’
Mark was nonetheless happy to admit that ‘my
repertoire can be divided into things for a jazz
audience and things for a supper club audience
… It’s difficult to do out-and-out jazz things like
‘Blue Monk’, ‘Waltz for Debby’ or ‘I Remember
Clifford’ simply because very few people are
writing lyrics for them … Often you have to
weigh a bad lyric against a good tune. If a tune
has great possibilities harmonically, it has to be
considered. Lyrics are a problem, but in this field
of writing to fit jazz tunes Jon Hendricks is still
the best. He’s fantastic … Other people do it as
well – Gene Lees, for example, wrote the very fine
lyric to Bill Evans’ ‘Waltz for Debby’.’
Although ‘Waltz for Debby’ was not featured
in the Night Ride sessions, the other two items
that Mark mentioned, of jazz instrumentals with
lyrics added subsequently, were – ‘Blue Monk’
and ‘I Remember Clifford’. Like Jon Hendricks
(a particular influence on Georgie Fame), Mark
was a keen user of vocalese – vocal improvising,
although he seemingly took too many liberties
with its use on his recording of Richard Rodgers’
‘My Favourite Things’ on his 1961 Riverside
album Rah, leading to its withdrawal in Britain. ‘I
don’t know why they picked on me,’ he told Bob
Houston. ‘Other people had done similar things
with Rodgers’ lyrics.’
By the time of these Night Ride sessions, Mark
Murphy had nine full albums under his belt,
including two made in Britain, one for Fontana
and one for Immediate, along with three British
singles on Fontana. It’s just conceivable that John
McLaughlin could be among the uncredited
players on the Kenny Napper-arranged 1966
Immediate LP Who Can I Turn To? – the label

being run by Andrew Loog Oldham, who used
John as a session man on other recordings – but
that’s pure speculation.
Alan Stevens reviewed a Mark Murphy show at
Manchester’s premier jazz venue Club 43 in March
1968, backed by a local trio, for Melody Maker,
describing him as ‘a singer of tonal purity, superb
diction, hip phrasing, great technical command,
distinctive style, vocal flexibility … who can
be sensitive, moody, brash, sentimental and
humorous’. Intriguingly, none of the seven titles
Stevens highlighted in his review were to feature in
the Night Ride sessions, giving some indication of
the breadth of Mark’s repertoire.
Similarly, Mark used none of the material from
the Immediate LP on the Night Ride recordings
but did feature three songs – ‘Alone Together’, ‘You
Fascinate Me So’, ‘I Get Along Without You Very
Well’ – that would reappear on his 1968 Saba LP
Midnight Mood, arranged by pianist Francy Boland
and featuring a number of British jazz musicians,
though none from the Beck Quartet.
The only commercially released recording of
any Gordon Beck unit backing Mark is one song,
‘Stompin’ at the Savoy’ – Mark with the Gordon
Beck Trio – on a various-artists Czechoslovakian
LP, Mezinárodní Jazzový Festival Praha, recorded
at a jazz festival in Prague in October 1967 and
released in 1968.
Details of pieces played by the GBQ and
Mark Murphy (MM) on the seven editions of
Night Ride, along with composers and duration,
are given below. The PasBs exist as carbon copies
of typed sheets that are, in some places, illegible,
hence the occasional ‘???’ below. Asterisks denote
a name that I have made a stab at if part of the
name is too dark but the number of letters can
be guessed. In some instances, Simon Spillett has
helped to establish partially legible titles or fix
incorrectly typed titles.
Night Ride 31/3/68
Recorded: 14/3/68
Presenter: Dwight Whylie
Producer: Pat Taylor
GBQ + MM:
‘As Long as I Live’ (H. Arlen) 1:41
‘Detour Ahead’ (H. Ellis) 5:02
‘All Blues’ (Brown) ???
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Medley: ‘Useless Landscape’ (Jobim) / ‘Dindi’
(Jobim) 4:39
‘Memphis Blues’ (W.C. Handy) ???
GBQ:
‘Norwegian Wood’ (Lennon, McCartney) 3:32
‘Cousin Mary’ (Coltrane, Jon Hendricks) ???
‘[???]’ (Young) 3:28
‘Libya’ (G. Beck) 3:20
Night Ride 7/4/68
Recorded: 19/3/68
Presenter: Dwight Whylie
Producer: Pat Taylor
GBQ + MM:
‘Eleanor Rigby’ (Lennon, McCartney) 4:05
‘Charleston Alley’ (Kirkland) 3:25
‘Blue Monk’ (Monk) 2:03
‘Never Will I Marry’ (Loesser) ???
‘Alone Together’ (Dietz, Schwartz) 4:37
GBQ:
‘Witchcraft’ (Coleman) 2:56
‘Telephone Song’ [Menescal, Boscoli, Gimbel] ???
‘The B & G Line’ (Beck) 3:25
‘I Know What I Am’ (Moneker) 4:32
‘Hearts and Flowers’ (M. Cosaril*) 3:07
Night Ride 14/4/68
Recorded: 28/3/68
Presenter: Dwight Whylie
Producer: Pat Taylor
GBQ + MM:
‘With a Little Help from My Friends’ (Lennon,
McCartney) 2:02
‘The Masquerade is Over’ (Wrubel) 4:27
‘I’m Gonna Go Fishing’ (D. Ellington) 3:30
‘Just for a Thrill’ (Armstrong) 2:55
‘Con Alma’ (D. Gillespie) 3:52
GBQ:
‘It Happened on a Day Like Today’ (Beck) 5:10
‘Secret Love’ (Fain) 3:30
‘Blue in Green’ (M. Davis) 4:55
‘Michelle’ (Lennon, McCartney) 4:25
Night Ride 21/4/68
Recorded: 1/4/68
Presenter: Dwight Whylie
Producer: Pat Taylor

GMQ + MM:
‘I Get Along Without You Very Well’ (Carmichael)
4:50
‘You Fascinate Me So’ (Leigh) 3:55
‘I Remember Clifford’ (Johnson) 3:55
‘Kansas City’ (Leiber, Stoller) 2:20
‘I’ve Got a Woman Who’s Good to Me’ (Charles)
3:55
GBQ:
‘Monday, Monday’ (Phillips) 4:10
‘One Note Samba’ (Mendonsa, Jobim) 4:00
‘All of You’ (Porter) 3:05
‘At the Crossroads’ (Bricusse) 3:45
‘Turning, Returning’ (Beck) 3:30
Night Ride 28/4/68
Recorded: 8/4/68
Presenter: Dwight Whylie
Producer:
GBQ:
‘If the Rain’s Got to Fall’ (Heneker) 1:30
‘Will You Think of Me Too?’ (G. Beck) 3:45
‘I Love You Samantha’ (Porter) 3:32
‘Sometime Ago’ (Sergio Mihanoviton) 3:40
‘I Married an Angel’ (Rodgers) 4:40
GBQ + MM:
‘Bijou’ (Burns, Bishop) 3:30
‘Let Me Love You’ (B. Howerd) 3:35
‘Little Jazzbird’ (Gershwin) 3:55
‘I Won’t Dance’ (Kern) 3:00
‘On Second Thoughts’ (Coleman) 3:15
Night Ride 5/5/68
Recorded: 17/4/68
Presenter: Dwight Whylie
Producer: Pat Taylor
GBQ + MM:
‘Gates of Paradise’ (Novello) 3:25
‘Call Me’ (T. Hatch) 4:45
‘See, See Rider’ (Trad Arr. Murphy) 2:50
‘This Is All I Ask’ (Masney, Gordon) 3:25
GBQ:
‘Old Devil Moon’ (Lane) 3:30
[possibly ‘Carcora Nights’] (Jobim) 4:13
‘It Was Only a Dream’ (G. Beck) 3:27
‘Some Other Time’ (Bernstein, Condon, Breen)
5:17
‘In Your Own Secret Way’ (Brubeck) 4:00
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Night Ride 12/5/68
Recorded: 26/4/68
Presenter: Dwight Whylie
Producer: Pat Taylor
GBQ + MM:
‘Baby’ Medley: ‘Mutual Admiration Society’ (Kerr)
0:32 / ‘My Baby Just Cares for Me’ (Donaldson,
Kahn) 0:48 / ‘Everybody Loves My Baby’
(Williams, Palmer, Feldman) 0:28 / ‘Yes Sir, That’s
My Baby’ (Donaldson) 0:27

‘Sam and Delilah’ (Gershwin) 5:05
‘Senor Blues’ (Silver) 2:20
‘Music’ Medley: ‘The Only Music That Makes Me
Dance’ (Styne) 2:30 / ‘She Makes Music (I Hear
Music)’ (Lane) 2:50
GBQ:
‘Wonderful City’ (Rodgers, Hammerstein) 2:30
‘Meditation’ (C.A. Jobim) 4:45
‘When I Fall in Love’ (Young, Heyman) 5:25
‘Clusters’ (G. Beck) 3:20
‘This Heart of Mine’ (Warren) 3:45

Part 3: The Joy Marshall & GBQ Studio Recordings
Discovered in the late Gordon Beck’s own archive,
among many other recordings of his playing
in various contexts, were two unreleased 1968
commercial studio sessions – nine songs from
March, four from April – with Gordon’s Quartet
backing Joy Marshall. The repertoire essentially
repeats the unit’s BBC recordings of the period,
with the addition of ‘Dr. Feelgood’, which was
never featured in its broadcasts. I was delighted to
put Andy Jones, representing the estate, in touch
with Mark Stratford at RPM/Another Planet
Music, who had recently dipped his toes with
perhaps surprising success in the waters of vintage
British jazz projects after a reputation built on 60s
pop reissuing (including many of John’s recordings
with Duffy Power). After a splendid lunchtime
soirée at the Troubadour in Earl’s Court, with
Market Square/Dusk Fire supremo and bon viveur
Peter Muir also in attendance, we had some kind
of plan.
With Simon Spillett brought in to provide

typically fabulous essays, a 3CD box set of Gordon
in various instrumental contents spanning 196484 (Jubilation!) and a standalone release for the
Joy Marshall/GBQ material (When Sunny Gets
Blue), with the addition of three songs from a
1966 session where Joy was backed by Gordon’s
Trio, were compiled. At the time of writing, both
sets are due to be released around March/April, 50
years on. The performances from all concerned are
superb. Although this was very much vocal music
with instrumental backing, for John McLaughlin
fans, the highlight will probably be his stunning
solo on the fast-paced ‘On A Clear Day’.
The contents of the two 1968 sessions are as
follows:
March 1968: Come Back to Me / Dr Feelgood
/ Gentle Rain / He Loves Me / Peel Me A Grape /
Sunny / Telephone Song / Well I Think I’m Going
Out of My Head / When Sunny Gets Blue
April 1968: Bewitched / What Kind of Fool
Am I / Blame It on My Youth / On A Clear Day

Rick Laird Interview, March 1970
In March 1970, British jazz magazine Crescendo
published a piece by Les Tomkins on two British
musicians who were at that time in the Buddy
Rich Big Band, a hard-working international
touring unit, membership of which was viewed as a
pinnacle of a sort for a jobbing musician. The two
musicians in question were trombonist Malcolm
Griffiths (from the bands of John Dankworth and

Mike Westbrook) and Rick Laird, who had spent
two and a half years at Berklee College in Boston
and then a period studying counterpoint at Boston
University, after a mid-60s spell in the house band
at Ronnie Scott’s club in London. A few months on
the road with Buddy Rich (including one album
with the band) would be Rick’s last gig before
receiving a call from John McLaughlin in 1971
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inviting him to join the Mahavishnu Orchestra.
This is the only substantial published interview
with Rick prior to his MO membership that I’ve
come across. Here is what he had to say:
‘I’d just moved from Boston out to Los Angeles,
having intended to settle there, when I got a call
to join the band from Mike Price, who I knew
at Berklee. He said they were going to England;
naturally I jumped at the chance to come back and
have a visit.
‘I had never seen the book [of Buddy’s
arrangements] before. I had the harassing
experience of walking on cold and sight-reading
at the Monterey Jazz Festival, in front of a huge
audience. Miles Davis was in the wings, Percy
Heath and a lot of great musicians. Phew! I was a
little nervous, as you can imagine. …
‘Playing with Buddy is even more challenging
than the book. You can’t be used to his kind of
drumming – because no one else plays like that.
It takes a little while to get into it; it’s taken me
all these three months. He demands a great deal
of concentration. And perfection; that’s what he
wants, really. If you give less than that, then you
better watch out.
‘You just don’t get the book together and then
relax, either. It changes every night. Buddy doesn’t
always want what’s written; you have to go with
him, more or less. The book is only an indication of
what’s got to be done. For what it is, this has been
a great experience, definitely.’
Although known as a small group player, Rick
had played with a number of big bands at Berklee:
‘And in Boston there was a ten-piece band called
Brass Menagerie, which was very interesting. Mike
Gibbs did some of the writing. We started out as
a jazz band, and gradually moved more into the
rock thing. Which was when I switched to electric
bass. And I play it all the time with this band [i.e.
Buddy’s]. …
‘[Buddy didn’t suggest the electric bass, but
he] just wants to hear the bass – period. I tried my
regular bass when I started with the band, and I
just didn’t like the amplified sound. I’d rather go
all the way with this thing; you can make a better
contribution, I feel. So, I have a bass guitar, and I
took the frets off, making it a lot easier to play in
this context.
‘A lot of guys don’t like it. I’ve had people come
up and say: ‘Why aren’t you playing bass? I’d much

rather hear that.’ But the point is, you can’t hear bass
in a loud band like this. … [However] other bands
have done it without amplification. Like Basie’s band
when Eddie Jones was with them – tremendous.
You can’t really compare that, though. And you
can’t compare electric bass with conventional bass,
either; it’s really a different instrument. It has to be
approached as a thing in itself.
‘For the biggest percentage of charts in Buddy’s
band, anyway, the electric bass is the best thing. Of
course, I still like to play bass in small groups, you
know. Trouble is, my chops are going a little soft
now.’
Rick intimated that returning to live in Britain
was on his mind for various reasons, mostly nonmusical:
‘Four years is a long time to be in a country
like America. Of course, I understand that the
problems of survival are in Europe are different
than in the States. There’s no doubt about the
fact that there’s nowhere like America, as far as a
musician’s concerned. It’s got all the opportunities,
all the best musicians are there, and so forth.
‘The thing is spreading [in Britain, though].
There’s some good bass players I’ve heard around,
too, and good drummers. John Marshall, Jeff
Clyne and those people – very nice. It seems to
have improved. It’s as good here [in London], if
not better, than Boston. Which has an awful lot of
musicians. Charlie Mariano is there with his own
rock group, called Osmosis. He’s playing mostly
soprano, and the group is really starting to sound
very interesting. A lot of his compositions are rock
things, but he blows. No compromise. Charlie’s
such a fantastic player; always right there – in
any situation. And Herb Pomeroy – he teaches at
Berklee. Ray Santisi, a marvellous piano player.
Really a lot of fine young players.’
Rick expressed an aspiration to devote more
time to writing music:
‘Certainly, Berklee was a good move for me.
But I still say I learned more at Ronnie Scott’s, in
the two years I was there, than I learned anywhere.
Because that bandstand is the greatest classroom of
all. It was a maturing period; it also aroused my
curiosity. At that point, I felt very inadequate in
my training as a musician. I became aware of many
things I should get together before I went out and
started playing again. I had to go back to the shed,
so to speak.
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‘And Berklee enabled me to acquire some
tools, as regards writing and understanding more
about music in general. I’d recommend it to any
young guy who is interested in broadening his
view. Also, of course, it’s a gateway to the States.
It gets you in, gets you established there. It’s very
hard work. You can’t mess around; you’ve really
got to burn the midnight oil for a while. But it’s
well worth it; it makes you aware of not just one
aspect of music, but of music – period, as a large
entity.’
The July 1970 edition of Crescendo reported
that Rick would be in the Buddy Rich band for
its October/November European tour, including
dates in Britain, and that he would be leaving the

band and taking up residence again in Britain after
the tour. The Buddy Rich Big Band live LP Keep the
Customer Satisfied, with Rick on bass, was released
on Liberty in time for the tour. As the Crescendo
reviewer put it, Rick’s playing was ‘the absolute
end. He roars about on every track and lays down
a tremendous rhythm line, perfect for Buddy’s
explosive fills and polyrhythmic interjections. On
a couple of the pop flavoured things Buddy plays
a cinquillo-type across-the-beat counter-rhythm
which would demoralise many bass players. Some
of the tracks have a three feel (12/8, 3/8 – your
guess is as good as mine!) …’
So, perhaps not such a bad apprenticeship for
Rick’s next band after all.

Miscellany
BIG PETE DEUCHAR & HIS PROFESSORS
OF RAGTIME
Adding to the known appearances of Big Pete
Deuchar and the boys (John McLaughlin’s first
pro band), Johann Haidenbauer has uncovered a
poster for a variety show in which they took part,
seemingly including nudes (allowed onstage at
that time in British theatres as long as they didn’t
move), at Leeds City Varieties – where longrunning BBC TV show The Good Old Days was
filmed. Big Pete and co were billed as ‘Television’s
New Style Band of Distinction’, confirming the
notion that they had appeared at least once on
TV in 1959. The variety show, titled ‘We Couldn’t
Wear Less’, ran for at least one week commencing
Monday January 11, twice nightly, with matinees
on Tuesday and Saturday. Also on the bill were
Alwyn Miller, Ron Dillon, Dennis Shirley (‘The
Canadian Humorist’), Gail Gordon (‘The Cheeky
Girl With Her Guitar’), Marie (‘January Pin-Up’),
the Dillonaires (‘6 Dancing Showgirls’) and Miss
X (‘Strip-tease’).
THE MARZIPAN TWISTERS
This was a name sometimes used by Mick Eve
when he assembled musicians, often including
John McLaughlin, to back early 60s British
rock’n’roll artists on tours. Johann has found one
intriguing date for the band, credited as ‘Johnny La
Starr and the Marzipan Twisters’, on Saturday 24

February 1962 at Aylesbury Town Hall – a regular
venue for the likes of Vince Eager, Johnny Gentle,
Joe Brown, et al. at that time – co-billed with
forgotten artist Peter Elliott. The suspicion has to
be that John McLaughlin was using the pseudonym
‘Johnny La Starr’. It was a solid prediction, if 10
years too early…
DUFFY POWER
Johann also shared a letter from Duffy Power,
where he answers the question over whether
(see page 338) the Graham Bond Quartet had
anonymously backed him on the BBC’s Saturday
Club on April 8:
‘I do remember Graham’s amusement at hearing
the 8.4.63 Saturday Club where my backing was a
transcript of the tracks that I had recorded with
him played by the S. Club resident group, probably
the Tommy Sanderson Quartet – all a bit “Palais de
Danse” I think, but it may have sounded alright.’
Duffy also confirmed by letter to Johann that while
he recalled promoting ‘I Saw Her Standing There’
on TV twice, this was without the Graham Bond
Quartet, with whom he never did any TV.
THE MYSTERIOUS BRANDON CROSBIE
As explained in the Acknowledgements, I was
unable to trace ‘Brandon Crosbie’, author of the
Graham Bond Jazz News & Review interview
reproduced in Echoes From Then (see pages 43-46).
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Obviously, I should just have asked Val Wilmer. Val
wrote to explain that this was a pseudonym used by
a Canadian, Bill Carey, who was brought in to Jazz
News by publisher Harold Pendleton as some kind
of backroom manager and ended up writing about
music. ‘Looking at some of the copies of JN&R,
he seems to know his stuff,’ says Val, ‘although he
has no particular style and relies on press releases,
etc. I knew him and although I have no particular
memories of him either pro or con, I do remember
that he was loathed by several people, especially
John Gee who wrote for the paper and managed
the Marquee. The editor in this period was Peter
Clayton, a generous soul and the kindest of men,
but I don’t think he liked Carey either.’
Val very vaguely recalls that there may have
been some question of financial impropriety in
which Carey’s name came up, but ‘all I know is that
he disappeared abruptly from the scene’.
Remarkably, the mystery man’s picture
appeared once in the pages of Jazz News & Review,
in the issue dated 2-15 May 1963, where he can be
seen lurking beside Big Pete Deuchar, of all people,
at a press reception for the launch of the latter’s
debut single ‘Google Eye’. The photo is reproduced
herein.
Val went on to reveal various other pseudonyms
used by British jazz writers of that period: ‘Pat
Richards’ (Brian Harvey), ‘John Merrydown’ (a

Jazz News regular who was three people: first John
Martin, then Peter Clayton, then Ian McLean and
possibly on some occasions Kitty Grime), ‘Patrick
James’ (Peter Clayton), ‘Benedict Osuch’ (Danny
Halperin), ‘Christopher Bird’ (Brian Blain).
GORDON BECK (AGAIN)
A paragraph in the February 1964 edition of
Jazz Beat (the now very hard-to-find successor
to Jazz News & Review) suggests that the idea
for 1968’s Experiments With Pops may have been
germinating in Gordon Beck’s mind for some time.
‘John Merrydown’ writes that in a January 1964
Jazz Club broadcast, with the Gordon Beck Trio
backing singer Annie Ross, ‘I noticed Gordon
deftly quoting ‘She Loves You’, written by the
You Know Whos, in one of his solos. How long, I
wonder, before the Dave Clark Five use the clarinet
solo from ‘High Society’?’
***
Finally, as we are dealing in the minutest of
minutiae, the first printing of Echoes From Then
(200 copies) in October 2017 was followed with
40 more in January 2018, as this addendum was
still being prepared. So, there are 240 ‘first editions’
in the world. The ‘second printing’ proper will
contain this addendum. I would imagine it will not
exceed the quantity of the first edition. But you
never know.
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Gordon Beck, 1970.
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Rick Laird at Ronnie Scott’s in 1965 backing Ben Webster;
Big Pete Deuchar press reception in April 1963 with Big Pete
at the back, with beard, and Bill Carey (‘Brandon Crosbie’) to
his right, in glasses.

